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US Investment Grade: But can you bank on it?
- by Ken Jaques, p3
The key to the extent of this week's, or the next couple of weeks' issuance could lie squarely 
on the shoulders of bank earnings. This comes after the past week's ex-SSA issuance, 
though living up to (lowered) expectations. definitely saw a slowdown to the torrid pace of 
activity we have experienced over the past three months. 

Euro SSA Snapshot: Issuers continue to lock in summer funding
- by David Corbell, p4-5
It was a busy past week for participants in the SSA market with EUR19.2bn raised via single 
currency deals alone from 17 separate lines. That marked a third straight week of rising 
euro supply as issuers took advantage of a cash rich investor base to lock in summer 
funding.

The Yen Week - Bias is Neutral-to-Bearish
- by Tony Nyman, p6-7
Expected Usd/Jpy trading range is 106.50-107.60. This week's highlights looks to be the BOJ 
Wednesday. The market is not expecting any changes to QE and yield curve control (YCC) 
policy and we expect little impact on the Yen too. RISKS - US-China relations, COVID, US 
earnings season (and Q3 outlooks and beyond) and hopes on V-shaped recoveries and their 
impact on the path of those related markets.

Emerging Markets: Czk to outperform as CEE economies recover
- by Christopher Shiells, p8-10
Manufacturing PMIs are an early indicator that CEE economies are through the worst and a
gradual recovery lies ahead. Looking at the predicted strength of the economic rebound,
the policy mix, the external balances and debt levels, we believe the CZK should outperform
in the coming months, whilst the PLN will underperform.

China Insight: A look back at 2015 for clues on A-shares' next move
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p11
The Shanghai Composite Index (SHCOMP) finally made an upside breakthrough at 
the beginning of this month on the back of high trading volumes, suddenly 
flooding the market with optimism. The whole picture reminds us of the equity 
boom during November 2014 to June 2015 and the bust afterwards.

Know The Flows: China Equity Funds start third quarter with huge inflows
- by Cameron Brandt, p12

The second biggest weekly inflow on record for China Equity Funds helped EPFR-
tracked Emerging Markets Equity Funds snap their longest outflow streak since 
2014 during the first week of July. Emerging Markets Bond Funds also enjoyed 
solid inflows and High Yield Bond Funds, which saw a 13-week, $71 billion inflow 
streak come to an end the previous week, absorbed over $3 billion.

BTP/BUND SPREAD – Risk to 129/130 Whilst 191 Caps
- by Ed Blake, p14
Watch for renewed narrowing through 159 targeting strong clustered support 
between 129/130. Stop and reverse on a decisive clearance of the 191 lower high

EUR/USD – Recovery Set To Continue
- by Andrew Dowdell, p15
Look to buy for a target of 1.1595. Place stop below 1.1163.

GOLD/SILVER RATIO – Below 94.510 To Target 90.468/84.155
- by Ed Blake, p16
Look for the ratio to decline through 94.510 targeting 90.468, perhaps the 
84.155/86.835 cluster. Place a stop above 101.281.
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By Ken Jaques, Senior Analyst Credit
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While the past week's ex-SSA issuance lived up to (lowered) expectations, and overall
issuance exceeded expectations, make no mistake, the high grade new issuance market
definitely saw a slowdown to the torrid pace of activity we have experienced over the past
three months. All told, 24 borrowers raised $22.775bln in ex-SSA issuance over the week - a
36.6% increase from the prior week - topping the average estimate of $21.4bln, while six SSA
borrowers added $18.3bln bringing overall issuance for the week to $41.075bln, enough to
top the highest overall estimate of $35bln.

However, it should be pointed out that of the ex-SSA total raised, more than half (51.7%) was
done so by foreign entities, as many domestic companies are in the midst of blackouts as the
earnings season is once again upon us, hence the drop off in issuance. Although, that's only
one reason. Others include, as mentioned previously, the volatility in the broader markets,
which appears to have held back some potential borrowers, and the tug of war over the re-
opening and re-closing of the economy as a direct result of the containment, at the same
time, the spread, of the coronavirus, which has some borrowers reassessing the situation.

With earnings season starting in earnest this week – sans guidance – the corporate issuance
market should be an interesting place to be, as companies reveal just how dismal this last
quarter was, or at the least the last half of it. By some estimates, S&P500 earnings may have
fallen as much as 44% in the second quarter. Depending on the severity of the shortfall,
earnings results will have a direct impact on the amount of issuance we see, not only next
week, but in the weeks to come, as companies seek to raise capital (1) to replace revenues
lost during the last quarter (2) to add to their cash hoards to ride out what looks to be a
second wave of the coronavirus pandemic. The key to the extent of this week's, or the next
couple of weeks', issuance could lie squarely on the shoulders of bank earnings. Year-to-date.
bank and finance concerns, both domestic and foreign, have accounted for 36% of the total
ex-SSA issuance volume. And, with all of the “big six” reporting this week, the fate of issuance
lies in their hands.

This not so rosy picture could lead to, like the pandemic, a second wave, of elevated
corporate issuance, led by the banks, as companies look to offset Q2 losses and prepare

themselves for the long road ahead by raising additional debt. Even though all of the “big six”
report this week – JPM, CITI & WFC (7/14); GS (7/15); BAC & MS (7/16), apparently the Street
seems to think they, or some, won't tap the market right away. Early estimates have ex-SSA
issuance for the week coming in at right around $20bln, with the estimates ranging from a
low of $15bln, to a high of $25bln. I think it's safe to assume that the estimates we have
received are taking some bank issuance into consideration.
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By David Corbell, Head of Credit Europe
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It was a busy past week for participants in the SSA market with EUR19.2bn raised via single
currency deals alone from 17 separate lines. That marked a third straight week of rising euro
supply and a big jump on the prior week's EUR10.6bn haul as issuers took advantage of a cash
rich investor base to lock in summer funding.

Excluding a last minute corporate benchmark deal that was being launched Friday, that left
SSA issuers providing the lion's share (63.9%) of the week's total single currency supply (all
asset classes).

With just over half of 2020 having elapsed, the YTD haul from SSA issuers via single currency
deals now sits at EUR462.208bn. That is already a record while also representing over 45% of
the YTD haul across all asset classes in 2020, which this week crossed the EUR1tn mark and
currently sits at EUR1.015.44tn.

This year's sharp uptick in activity by SSA issuers also leaves supply running 61.6% ahead of
the pace seen at the same stage in 2019, shining a light on the extent to which sovereigns and
government agencies have turned to the bond market to bolster their balance sheets and
crisis fighting capabilities.

Taking a top line view, the week's deals found solid demand where investors placed a
combined EUR58.9bn in orders for the EUR19.2bn raised.

Deals were on average covered by a very solid 3.23 times, up on the 3.02 average seen in the
prior week and the 3.18 times the week prior to that.

Standing out on the demand front was Republic of France (EUR3bn Mar 2036) whose first
index-linked trade in over two-years saw the most demand (EUR16bn) the sovereign has ever
seen for a bond in the format.

Courtesy of the smaller transaction sizes, the biggest cover ratios were enjoyed by the longest
leg of ASFINAG's 2-part trade (EUR750m 7yr & EUR500m 15yr) at 5.4x and also the longer leg
of a 2-part tap by Cyprus (EUR500m Dec 2024 & EUR500m Jan 2040 taps) at 6x.

There was also further ESG issuance with via Agence France Locale (EUR500m 7yr sustainable)
and UNEDIC (EUR2bn 15yr Social).
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Dollar activity also rises
The past week also saw a notable pick up in 144a/Reg S and Global USD supply where
Met Tokyo (USD1.5bn 5yr), JBIC (USD2.5bn 5yr), KfW (USD5bn 5yr), ADB (USD4bn 3yr)
and Romania (USD2bn long 30yr) provided the backbone of a USD17.5bn week.

That tally marked a big jump from the USD3.25bn raised via dollar sales in the prior week
and also made the week the fifth busiest for USD SSA supply of 2020 so far.

Week Ahead
A French holiday (Tuesday) and an ECB meeting (Thursday) will make for a disjointed
week, which also marks the arrival of the main summer vacation season.

That said, with plenty of cash still evidently on hand, issuers could well choose to exercise
the option to lock in some summer funding given that the requirement to bolster balance
sheets has not gone away.

And any SSA issuers who do chose to launch a deal this week also look to set enjoy a lack
competing supply from financial and corporate issuers, many of who will be sidelined by
the current earnings cycle.

Public pipeline
** JAPAN INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AGENCY (JICA), rated A+ by S&P, mandated
Barclays, Citigroup, J.P. Morgan and Nomura to arrange a global investor call and a series
of individual investor calls on 10-Jul ahead of a potential SEC registered benchmark US$
denominated 10 year transaction guaranteed unconditionally and irrevocably by the
Government of Japan

** IDB Invest mandated BMO Capital Markets, Citi, GSI and TD Securities for a Global
Investor Call (10-Jul) ahead of a potential USD-denominated Reg-S senior unsecured
Covid 19 Response bond transaction

** EUROPEAN UNION - BARCLAYS, DEUTSCHE BANK, DZ BANK and HSBC are holding a
Global Investor Call (15-Jul). The call will be focused on the upcoming issuance under new
lending instrument SURE (Support to mitigate Unemployment Risks in an Emergency)
established in the context of the COVID-19 crisis
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The Yen Week - Bias is Neutral-to-Bearish
By Tony Nyman,  Head of G10 FX

continued page 7
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Expected Usd/Jpy trading range is 106.50-107.60.

This week's highlights looks to be the BOJ Wednesday.

The market is not expecting any changes to QE and yield curve control (YCC) policy and
we expect little impact on the Yen too.

ING remark ahead that moves by the BOJ to support the corporate bond market do seem
to be paying dividends, with issuance by Japanese companies surging in June. On YCC,
the Dutch bank adds that the recent 10-30 JGB curve steepening trend has started to
reverse.

On the DATA front, JAPAN May final IP Tuesday looks one to watch. Last estimate was -
8.4% m/m vs the previous month's COVID impacted worst of -9.8%.

As ever, much of our focus will be on late Wed's weekly MOF capital flows data. Last
time out, JAPANESE INVESTORS were SELLERS of FOREIGN BONDS to the tune of -Jpy
522.8bln.

That was a first negative showing in five weeks and so ended a big positive run of +Jpy
4472.7bln. After those four strong weeks and given the perceived positive impact, we
mulled whether the USD/JPY market could yet semi-surprise and hit 110.00 before
trading below 105.00 if the trend continues.

Recall NORDEA talked earlier in June that Japanese investors' appetite for foreign bonds
seems to be gradually recovering. However, last week DEUTSCHE BANK said they are still
targeting 100 by year-end and sees GPIF interests (buying) now slowing/finished as part
reason for tipping Yen strength ahead.

Mixed views. Keep an eye on this topic, data ahead.

RISK - US-China relations, COVID, US earnings season (and Q3 outlooks and beyond) and
hopes on V-shaped recoveries and their impact on the path of those related markets:

• OIL - Rangebound still within a rough Usd 40-45/brl range. OPEC+ is said to be leaning

toward gradually easing oil output controls in Aug. Its monitoring committee meets
midweek to mull whether to keep curbs of 9.6mln BPD or taper to 7.7mln as planned .

• The US 10-YEAR YIELD - Up smartly from Fri's 0.57% lows, but always the laggard and
we do not rule out further downside and a test of 0.54% support this week. Below
0.77-80%, we expect the bearish bias to continue.

• The S&P Futs stand at +0.3% right now amid a continued attack on 3180-00. Through
there and we could be talking a fresh charge on recent high of 3233.

Technical Analysis

• Recovered from 106.07 (23 Jun low, nr 6 May key low at 105.99) to 108.16 (1 Jul
high/jnr 200DMA), before reversing through a 4mth rising trendline at 106.90

• With studies deteriorating, watch for a return to test 105.99/106.07, perhaps 105.15
(16 Mar low, nr 61.8% of 101.19/111.71)

• Only above 107.79 (7 Jul high) and then 108.16 relieves

The Yen Week – cont’d
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Recent US June non-farm payrolls data helped spur a risk rally as jobs increased by a
f/cast beating 4.8mn, which coupled with a round of strong manufacturing PMIs in June
across the globe has helped support the bullish view that the global economic rebound
from the Covid-19 pandemic can be V-shaped (see below for the JPM Global Manuf
PMI). This helped spur the biggest weekly gain in emerging-market stocks (MSCI EM
Index) in a month last week.

However, there are many questions and uncertainties around the durability of the
recovery. The start of Q3 has already brought with it a pause of re-openings for many US
states and in some a fresh raft of restrictions, which will likely mean the data could again
lose momentum.

This means that the global economic recovery is unlikely to be a smooth linear process,
rather a bumpy path as companies, households and governments look to strike a
balance between economic activity and public health. The Fed's Barkin summed it up
when he likened it to riding the elevator down, but needing to take the stairs back up.

As mentioned above, this pace of recovery is unlikely to be sustained and there is still a
long way to go for economies to recover what was lost in the March-April carnage. A
complete rebound in GDP to pre-crisis levels looks very unlikely in 2021, and will take
until the virus is controlled.

Focus on CEE Region - A gradual recovery underway

The CEE region has not escaped the pandemic, but compared to Western Europe saw
relatively limited outbreaks and lower death tolls (see below for latest data as of 5th
July):

• Czech Rep - 12,515 Cases, 349 deaths
• Hungary - 4,189 Cases, 589 deaths
• Poland - 35,959 Cases, 1,517 deaths

The CEE governments all introduced early lockdowns to limit their outbreaks, but of
course like the rest of the world this has led to a severe economic contraction. The CEE
region was also hit by the demand fallout from the Eurozone and large capital outflows.
The EPFR country flows data shows investors withdrew USD2.27bn from funds investing
in these countries from the end of February (see dashboard).

The Czech economy is set to see the most negative growth in the region this year (-8.0%
vs +2.3% pre-crisis), whilst the Hungarian economy is expected to contract 7.0% in 2020
(vs growth of 3.2% pre-pandemic, according to the EC). Note the NBH still has a wildly
unrealistic forecast that Hungary can achieve growth this year of 0.3-2.0%. As the
dashboard shows, both the Czech Rep and Hungary have seen the biggest downgrades
of GDP growth forecasts for 2020, which partly reflects the mix of the large openness of
these two CEE economies, as well as their exposure to the cyclical auto industry. The
Czech Rep headed into the lockdown in a weaker position, with a Q1 GDP contraction of
2.0% y/y, vs growth of 2.2% and 2.0% in Hungary and Poland, which suggests the Q2
contraction will not be as severe as in Poland and Hungary.

The manufacturing PMIs (see dashboard) are an early indicator that CEE economies are
through the worst and a gradual recovery lies ahead, but were not yet in expansion
territory during June. The rebounds forecast for 2021 are expected to be strongest in the
Czech Rep and Hungary (vs extent of contraction in 2020).

continued page 10
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Long CZK/PLN favoured
Looking at the predicted strength of the economic rebound, the policy mix, the external
balances and debt levels, we believe the CZK should outperform in the coming months,
whilst the PLN will underperform,

• Czech debt levels should remain below 40%/GDP and the central bank is unlikely to
start unconventional monetary easing measures that would would weigh on the CZK.

• The HUF saw a slump after the NBH's surprise rate cut, but due to expectations of
limited easing from here, the expected C/A surplus and the HUF's strong real rate, this
is seen as a one-off move and HUF is unlikely to slide much further.

• The PLN is seen being held back by the NBP's loose policy stance (large scale QE to be
extended into 2021), a low real rate and concerns over how the government has
shifted the Covid-19 stimulus funding off its balance sheet. On top of this, the NBP
have shown over the last month that they are concerned by the PLN's appreciation
and may continue verbal interventions.

Thus, we see scope for CZK/PLN to move higher after remaining fairly steady over the
past month. The upside has been capped around 0.168 during this period, but our charts
suggest that a sustained break of 0.1686 (4/5 May highs) would re-open 0.1703 (14 April
reaction high) and potentially the 2020 peak at 0.1721 (24 February).

Technical Analysis Chart

• Advanced from 0.1629 (27/28 May reaction lows) to probe the top of a four-month
symmetrical triangle and the 200DMA

• With studies building, a sustained break of 0.1686 (4/5 May highs) would re-open
0.1703 (14 April reaction high) and potentially the 2020 peak at 0.1721 (24 February)

• Only a failure to sustain the symmetrical triangle break would caution, but 0.1654 (16
June minor higher low) should limit corrective dips
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After trading lackluster in a 500-point range for 12 months, the Shanghai
Composite Index (SHCOMP) finally made an upside breakthrough at the
beginning of this month on the back of high trading volumes. Suddenly, the
market was flooded with optimism. Interbank repo rates have been creeping
upwards over the past few days on the back of surging demand for borrowing
(financing) associated with IPO subscriptions. Meanwhile, bond yields have
been heading upwards as investors switch out of bonds into equities. The
whole picture reminds us of the equity boom during November 2014 to June
2015 and the bust afterwards.

We are not sure if the boom-and-bust cycle that we experienced some 5
years ago will repeat itself this time round in terms of magnitude and/or
timing. However we do think the boom that kicked off just some days ago is
still far from complete, though there is a good chance A-shares will see a
moderate downward pullback later this month.

Recall the bust which happened in the summer of 2015 was largely triggered
by the regulators' decision to crack down on the use of wealth management
products or highly leveraged tools to fund equity investment. Given the fact
that the Chinese economy is still in the early stage of post-COVID-19 recovery,
the central government would unlikely take any action to cool down the
equity market, which in fact is not yet overheating anytime soon.

We instead think the SHCOMP is now at a stage like the one we saw in
December 2014. At that stage, the interbank 7-day repo was creeping
upwards on the back of accelerating demand for financing/borrowing driven
by IPO subscriptions (Chart 1). We expect to see the most exciting part of the
2020 A-share boom in September or October when the US election polls still
suggest Joe Biden will likely win the presidential election in November (Chart
2).

Back to Index Page

By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
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By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
The second biggest weekly inflow on record for China Equity Funds helped EPFR-tracked Emerging
Markets Equity Funds snap their longest outflow streak since 2014 during the first week of July.
Emerging Markets Bond Funds also enjoyed solid inflows and High Yield Bond Funds, which saw a
13-week, $71 billion inflow streak come to an end the previous week, absorbed over $3 billion.

These signs of increased risk appetite were balanced by investors’ continuing enthusiasm for
Inflation Protected Bond Funds, the first flows into Money Market Funds since late May and the
seventh inflow in excess of $1 billion for Gold Funds during the past 10 weeks. With COVID-19
cases still on the rise in the US, money flowed out of US Equity Funds for the third week running
and flows for Europe Equity Funds remained muted ahead of a key summit on the European
Union’s proposed $830 billion ‘rescue’ fund.

Overall, the week ending July 8 saw Money Market Funds absorb $29.3 billion, Alternative Funds
$1.6 billion, Equity Funds $6.2 billion and Bond Funds $17.8 billion while Balanced Funds
experienced net redemptions of $83 million. Equity and Bond Funds with socially responsible (SRI)
or environmental, social and governance (ESG) mandates continued their strong runs, taking in a
combined $5.3 billion a week after both groups posted new inflow records.

At the asset class and single country fund levels, flows into Chile Equity, UK Bond and South Africa
Bond Funds hit 31-week, 105-week and record highs respectively. Municipal Bond Funds took in
fresh money for the ninth straight week and Total Return Bond Funds for the 11th time in the
past 13 weeks.

Back to Index Page For further information on EPFR, please click HERE

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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Technical Analysis

IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts 
constantly look for interesting patterns in 
prevailing price action of a broad range of 
currency pairs, fixed income and 
commodity products. 

We will highlight the most compelling on 
these pages.  

For information on the full spectrum 
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Manager.
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• Extends the broader narrowing trend from 263 (21 April peak) to threaten 159 (26 March

reaction low)

• Negatively studies suggest a return to key supports between 129/130 (2019 low - 22

October & 2020 base - 12/13 February)

• Sustained narrowing below there is required to expose key long-term support at 114 (2018

low - 24/25 April)

• Only a failure under 159 delays, but near-term corrective widening should stall under

191/192 (11 June/29 May highs)

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Watch for renewed narrowing through 159 targeting strong clustered support between 129/130. 
Stop and reverse on a decisive clearance of the 191 lower high. 

Back to Index Page
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Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell

• Sideways ranging ahead of the nearby 50/200-Day MA bullish crossover builds momentum for 
next leg higher

• MACD is now on the verge of crossing back above its signal line

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to buy for a target of 1.1595. Place stop below 1.1163.

.

Back to Index Page
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• Fell from 127.205 (18 March record top) to 94.510 (2 June low) ahead of the current

consolidation beneath 101.281 (24 June high)

• Bearish daily/weekly studies suggest renewed easing within the 3-1/2 month bear channel

through 94.510

• Initial risk is seen to the 90.468/90.549 zone, beneath which exposes clustered support

between 84.155/86.835

• Only a clearance of 101.281 (24 June high, near channel top) would offer relief to former

support at 107.933

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look for the ratio to decline through 94.510 targeting 90.468, perhaps the 84.155/86.835 cluster. 
Place a stop above 101.281

Back to Index Page
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Informa Financial Intelligence (IFI), a unit of Informa plc (LSE: INF), provides fund 
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